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ABSTRACT

The paper describes a methodology for extracting the requirements for ubiquitous computing technology-based information system (IS) using factor analysis. The early idea of ubiquitous computing was articulated by Mark Weiser in 1988 and since then has been constantly developed. However, so far there was no any or few research on application of ubiquitous computing to IS. Prior to the development of a ubiquitous computing-based IS model necessary requirements are to be identified. To derive the requirements we refer to conventional research on ubiquitous computing, ubiquitous service and ubiquitous environment, and hence, to their characteristics. Having specified those requirements using factor analysis technique it will be easier to develop a consistent ubiquitous computing-based IS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we attempt to develop a methodology in order to identify the requirements for ubiquitous computing-based IS with the help of data analysis. Numerous projects and research were done in the field of ubiquitous computing, service and environment since the first attempts to identify ubiquitous computing concept have been undertaken by Mark Weiser. Conventional research can be categorized into four main areas: U-Device, U-Environment, U-Media and U-People [14]. With ubiquitous computing advent research was mainly focused on creating a proper hardware such as active badges, beacons, smart tags (U-Device). Meanwhile, other explorations where undertaken in developing ubiquitous computing technology-enabled environments, so called “smart environments” (U-Environment). Yet, U-Media area has not progressed as much because of “users’ often conservative attitude toward new media, as well as the technical complexity in fitting the new types of media to users” [15]. Despite some technical complexity, researches concentrated on the development of new concepts of interface patterns for users with disabilities are conducted in U-People field.

However, only few works have been carried out towards the connection of the notions of ubiquitous computing and IS so far. One can try to develop a model of IS based on ubiquitous computing technology. Still, before one does this, the requirements for such a model are to be defined. Otherwise, ignoring the requirements can lead to development of an inconsistent model.

In order to derive the requirements specific for the development of ubiquitous computing-based IS related literature, namely, conventional literature on ubiquitous computing must be examined. Having reviewed the literature we then outline certain characteristics and features that are intrinsic to ubiquitous computing. Out of the multiple characteristics it becomes possible to determine particular keywords that can serve as a platform for formulating necessary requirements for ubiquitous computing-based IS.

For obtaining the requirements a formal tool should be used. Factor analysis is one of them since it is a statistical tool that is determined to reduce the number of variables as well as to detect structure in the relationships between variables.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reveals related works. Section 3 is dedicated to the methodology. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper with summary and future work.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

2.1 Ubiquitous Computing

The concept of ubiquitous computing was first proposed by Mark Weiser in early 1990s. In his early works he describes ubiquitous computing or “Ubicomp” as a way to augment computer usage by “making many computers available throughout the physical environment, but making them effectively invisible to the user” [12, 13]. The technology requirements comprise three aspects: cheap, low-powered computers with convenient displays, a network that unites them as well as software systems implementing ubiquitous applications [14].

Hence, multiple issues have arisen with the advent of ubiquitous computing, particularly related with the development of proper hardware and devices, software and applications, environment, etc. Beader et al. [2] in their research investigate the usage of mobile location aware systems equipped with Badge based location and environment sensors where they tried to overcome the
deficiencies connected with environment awareness. Xerox PARC carried out explorations of the capabilities of mobile computers in an office setting which have resulted in the development of PARCTAB system prototype [11]. Narumi et al. [9] pose the technology requirements for ubiquitous environment and describe Fujitsu’s real-time communicator ubiquitous middleware. Meanwhile, the FUSE (Future Ubiquitous Service Environment) group’s focus is software architectures for ubiquitous service environments designing as well as privacy and context sensitivity [8]. Epp [5] stresses privacy and authenticated identity issues within ubiquitous environment. Burrell et al. [3] discuss the design and development of Semaphore, a contextually aware application for use in wireless networked environments.

2.2 Ubiquitous IS

As it was mentioned above, only few explorations have been done in this direction. However, we give a brief description of more or less corresponding works. “Docodemo-Display” is one of them and is a recently developed ubiquitous IS. It is a display-centric communication system, which is portable, interactive, and collaborative [10]. The goal of “Docodemo-Display” System is to increase the value of the place with helping to form local communities at that place. Another research is by Balke et al. [1]. In their work “A Situation-aware Mobile Traffic Information System” they present a prototype of traffic IS offering advanced personalized route planning, including added service like traffic jam alerting by means of SMS.

2.3 Factor analysis and Its Applications

Factor analysis is a branch of applied mathematics [6] and is generally referred to as a statistical tool for reduction of the number of variables and structure detection in the relationships between variables. First applied in psychology this method quickly became popular in other fields like economics, medicine, sociology, etc. as they often need to outline dominating factors out of huge volumes of variables they have to operate with.

One of the conventional works using factor analysis describes the application of the latter to tests on Cheshire cheese [7]. The study reveals the relationships between a number of rheological experiments and essential subjective judgments on cheese. Another research applies factor analysis to psychological diagnostics [4] and particularly to the development of psychological tests and models such as the Cattell 16 Personal Factors model.

Numerous studies in various fields using factor analysis can be found. However, no studies seem to be carried out towards extracting the requirements for ubiquitous computing technology-based IS using factor analysis.

3. METHODOLOGY

Owing to well-developed concept we find factor analysis applicable to extracting essential requirements for ubiquitous computing-based IS. However, due to impossibility to collect data necessary for conducting empirical tests in a short period of time we describe only a methodology that comprises several stages (Figure 1). The first stage considers reviewing conventional literature in ubiquitous computing, services or environment fields and deriving specific features and characteristics. Next, on stage two we create a questionnaire for the experts in the related fields. The questionnaire will include the list of the derived features and characteristics that must be evaluated by the experts in terms of their significance. Having done this, we will get a data sample. The data will perform experts’ estimations of the characteristics in scores. Having obtained the essential data we then apply factor analysis on stage three and extract dominating factors. Eventually, on stage four, relying on the results of factor analysis we formulate the requirements for ubiquitous computing-based IS.

Figure 1. Methodology of extracting the requirements to ubiquitous computing-based IS.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The fact that very few works can be found on application of ubiquitous computing to IS and, therefore, the requirements for such an IS are not clearly articulated, makes this paper unique for it aims to
extract and classify those requirements. In this paper we delineate a general methodology of extracting the requirements using such a common statistical tool as factor analysis.

The future work within the research will lie in applying the described methodology to practice. Probably the most time-consuming stage will be collecting necessary data as it requires direct participation of respondents. However, having done this, it will be possible to acquire significant results which, in turn, will make a valuable contribution in ubiquitous computing-base IS development.
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